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Dear Editor,
Dispute between agriculture and initial population expansion in Neolithic Time has been in suspense for a long time.
Agriculture first appeared in the Fertile Crescent of West
Asia about 11–12 thousand years ago (kya), with domesticating few wild plant and animal species. There is also evidence of the cultivation of rice and millet in Yangtze and
Yellow River Basins of China approximately 9 kya. During
the subsequent times between 9 and 4 kya, agriculture arose
independently in multiple regions except Europe. Because
of food production can support far higher population densities compared to hunting and foraging, major population
expansions has long been suggested to has begun after the
invention of agriculture (Diamond, 2002; Jobling et al.,
2004). However, genetic evidence from maternal mitochondrial genomes suggests major population expansions
began before the emergence of agriculture. Therefore, role
of agriculture that played in initial population expansions
still remains controversial. There are also numerous studies
on population expansion using paternal Y chromosome single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) in the genealogical
tree and rapidly mutating short tandem repeats (STRs)
(Wang and Li, 2013). However, nonrandom sampling of
SNPs can result in an ascertainment bias, and to choose
whether the evolutionary rate or the genealogical rate of
STRs in Y chromosome dating is controversial, since the
result can be almost three-fold difference (Wang and Li,
2013). With the advent of next-generation sequencing
technology, 1000 Genomes Project has sequenced whole Y
*Corresponding author (email: LHCA@fudan.edu.cn)

chromosomes from more than 500 males (1000 Genomes
Project Consortium, 2012), which provides a wonderful
chance to estimate population sizes through time from a set
of globally distributed populations without ascertainment
bias and helps to solve the long discuss.
We analyzed about 8.9 mega-base pairs on the unique
regions of Y chromosome and whole mitochondrial genomes of 526 male individuals from three African, five European, three Asian and three American populations sequenced in the 1000 Genome Project (Table S1 in Supporting Information) (1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2012)
(see Materials and methods online for details).
A maximum likelihood tree was constructed using Y
chromosomal SNPs (Figure 1a, Figure S1 in Supporting
Information). Containing samples from haplogroup A, B, C,
D, E, G, I, J, N, O, Q, R, and T, the tree is a good representation of geographical paternal lineages. To infer the expansion
time, we calculated the date of each divergence event throughout the tree using Bayesian method (Van Geystelen et al.,
2013; Guindon et al., 2003) with a constant mutation rate of
1×109 substitution/baseyear (Drummond et al., 2002). Most
of the main haplogroups (C, I, J, O, E and R) emerged
between 25–30 kya right before LGM. Almost all the
primary sub-clades of main haplogroups branched off after
LGM and before Neolithic Time (10–15 kya). The long
internal branch lengths within those primary sub-branches
indicate low population growth and frequent bottlenecks in
the late Upper Paleolithic Age. However, Neolithic Time
saw the great booming of new emerging lineages (Figure
1a, Figure S1 in Supporting Information). We have also
identified many star-like structures in the phylogenetic tree,
such as I1a, O2b, O3a2c1 (O and O), O3a1c1 (O),
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Figure 1 Demonstrating the expansions of Y chromosomes. a, Phylogenetic tree of human Y chromosome. This tree was constructed using 526 samples
sequenced in 1000 Genomes Project. The branch lengths are proportional to the number of SNPs on the branch. Numbers in red indicate the coalescence
time (in years) and 95% confidence intervals of the node. For more details, see Figure S1 in Supporting Information. b, Bayesian skyline plots of Y chromosome and mtDNA showing the effective population sizes of male and female through time. The y-axis is the product of effective size and generation time.
The x-axis is the time from present in units of years. IBS was not included in this figure for its small sample size. Detailed settings refer to Figure S2 in Supporting Information. ASW, people with African ancestry in Southwest United States. LWK, Luhya in Webuye, Kenya. YRI, Yoruba in Ibadan, Nigeria. CEU,
Utah residents with ancestry from Northern and Western Europe. FIN, Finnish in Finland. GBR, British from England and Scotland, UK. IBS, Iberian populations in Spain. TSI, Toscani in Italia. CHB, Han Chinese from Beijing Normal University, China. CHS, Han Chinese in Hunan and Fujian Provinces, China. JPT, Japanese in Tokyo, Japan. CLM, Colombians in Medellin, Colombia. MXL, people with Mexican ancestry in Los Angeles, California. PUR, Puerto
Ricans in Puerto Rico.

R1a, R1b1a2a1, E1b1a1a1g, and E1b1a1a1f1a (Figure 1a,
Figure S1 in Supporting Information). The short internal
branch lengths within the star-like clades relative to the
other haplogroups are interpreted as a strong signal of

recent rapid population expansions of those clades. All the
star-like lineages also coalesced in Neolithic Time
(5–8 kya). The Neolithic expansions for R1b, O have
also been suggested in recent published whole Y chromo-
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some sequencing papers (Poznik et al., 2013; Yan et al.,
2014). Those Neolithic expanding clades comprise a large
proportion of current population. For instance, R1b1a2a1 is
the dominant paternal lineage of Western Europe, accounting for more than half of the population (Drummond and
Rambaut, 2007). O, O, and O reach frequencies of 40%
in Chinese (Yan et al., 2014; Darriba et al., 2012). O2b
comprises more than 20% of Japanese and Korean (Yang,
2007). E1b1a1a1g and E1b1a1a1f1a account for over 80%
of population in many parts of West Africa, Central Africa,
East Africa as well as Southern Africa (Fan and Yao, 2013).
Thus, the time estimation of lineage coalescence showed
that paternal population growth could be mainly attributed
to Neolithic expansion.
We then estimated effective population size through time
via coalescent Bayesian Skyline plots (Van Geystelen et al.,
2013; Guindon et al., 2003) to infer population size changes
during the LGM and the advent of agriculture (Figure 1b).
The plots all show evidence of population growth and also
reveal clear differences in male and female population histories. We infer rapid, roughly exponential population
growth in most European and Asian maternal lineages right
after the LGM (12–8 kya), followed by a long period of
very slow growth (since 8–7 kya). YRI in Africa and MXL
in America also show the similar pattern as European and
Asian populations. However, at the paternal side, all the
populations show the most pronounced expansion from 6.5
to 2 kya, with a 10- to 100-fold increase in population size.
Except CHB and JPT had a slight growth at about 13 kya,
the initial male expansion of global populations all started
in Neolithic Time rather than just after LGM. The estimated
timing of this male growth phase fits perfectly with archaeological evidence for the advent of agriculture in each
region (Table S2 in Supporting Information). We then calculated the rate of population growth per year (Gignoux et
al., 2011). The fastest population growth for most European,
Asian and MXL maternal lineages occurred about 9–11 kya
(Figure 1b, Table S2 in Supporting Information), corresponding to the initiation of a stable, global warming period
after LGM. We also found a sharp increase in maternal
population size at 33–35 kya in Asian populations, which
might reflect the population explosion after initial peopling
of this continent. However, the fastest growth intervals for
global male populations range from 1.5–3.3 kya, which are
1–3 kya later than the advent of agriculture (Figure 1b, Table S2 in Supporting Information). During this period, agriculture became mature and intensive, and can sustain a rapidly growing population. In addition, all skyline plots except
Asian population (Figure 1b) showed obvious bottlenecks
during the agricultural transition, which might be the impact
of male-dominated demic diffusion of agriculture.
To summarize, the correspondence between the coalescence age of most paternal lineages and the population
growing periods observed in skyline plots suggested the
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initial male population expansion began within the Neolithic Time, probably due to the advent and spread of agriculture. Agriculture has provided a much more stable food
supply than hunting and foraging, leading to higher population fertility and infant survival rate. More importantly, as
agriculture has kept male away from dangerous hunting, the
reduction in hunting-related mortality of males might contribute most to this sex-biased Neolithic expansion. It is
essential to determine precise mutation rate for reliable time
estimation in this research. Currently available Y chromosome mutation rate comes from the divergence time of human and chimpanzees, sequencing results of deep-rooting
pedigrees and calibration based on founding migration
events. We previously used data from 1000 Genomes
Project and archaeological dating of anatomically modern
humans (AMH) out of Africa corresponding to time to the
common ancestor of Y chromosome haplogroup C and F to
select the most proper mutation rate. It proves that mutation
rate from deep-rooting pedigrees with reference of dating of
human entering America is reliable (Wang et al., 2014),
thus we use mutation rate on the order of 1.0×10−9 mutations/(nucleotide generation) from deep-rooting pedigrees
for this research. In addition, 1000 Genome Project has updated data Phase 3 (1000 Genomes Project Consortium,
2015), subsequent analysis ulteriorly verified our result.
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